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Principal’s Foreword
We opened the year 2014 with a new school vision, A Concerned Leader, A Lifelong Learner.
The facade of our school entrance has been given a new splash of colours and words that depict our new vision and the
a ributes of Fuchunians. This is a visual reminder for every Fuchunian to be the concerned leader, and the lifelong learner
who is able to lead self, and make a posi ve diﬀerence to the lives of others.
We strive to enable our pupils to realise the vision by providing a student-centric and values-driven educa on. An example
is our Values-in-Ac on programmes. To inculcate a sense of care for our pioneer genera on, our Primary 4 pupils visit the
Christalite Methodist Home for the elderly. Our pupils interact with the elderly and spend me learning precious lessons
from our pioneers’ life stories. Our pupils also perform for the elderly, the music that they have learnt in class as we believe
that “music s rs the soul”, thus bringing joy to those around us.
We recently learnt that the elderly from the Home are eager to play tradi onal games like “Five Stones”. Not only does the
game help strengthen their psychomotor skills, it also allows the elderly to reminisce about the games they used to play when
they were younger. Thus, our Primary 6 pupils have been making the “Five Stones” as part of their sewing lessons under our
Home Skills programme. The “Five Stones” will be presented to the elderly by our pupils when they visit the Home next year.
Isn’t it heart-warming to know that our Fuchunians are contribu ng towards the community as concerned leaders?
In becoming a lifelong learner, having a sense of wonder
and an inquisi ve mind help to ignite the passion to
learn con nuously. This year, “Ques oning the Author”, a
reading comprehension strategy, was introduced in English
lessons to teach our pupils to ask thought-provoking
ques ons while reading a given text. Inquiry-based
learning and problem-solving skills are also incorporated
into the teaching of Mathema cs and Science.
“How did the strands of spaghe become so a er
boiling?” “What will happen to the cheese when sprinkled
over the hot spaghe ?” These are ques ons posed to our
pupils during their cooking lessons. Our pupils discover
the wonder of Science in their day-to-day living when we
incorporate the learning of concepts in Food Science into
the Home Skills programme.
Teachers are role models in inspiring our pupils to learn con nuously. The mo va on to improve our pupils’ oral descrip on
skills has led a group of our teachers to research and develop a Chinese Oral Applica on (Oralapp) that won the MOE
Innergy (Schools) Gold Award this year. This na onal award recognises our school’s innova ve eﬀorts in enhancing teaching
and learning through technology. Bravo to our teachers!
The subsequent pages of the newsle er capture the array of achievements and enriching experiences of both our pupils and
staﬀ members As you turn the pages of the Fuchun News, we would like to thank you for being our suppor ve partners in
our journey in moulding our Fuchunians to be Concerned Leaders and Lifelong Learners.

